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Theory of Water and Aqueous Solutions: The role of water in protein folding, selfassembly and molecular recognition

Handbook of Industrial Crystallization
Osmotically driven membrane processes (ODMPs) including forward osmosis (FO)
and pressure-retarded osmosis (PRO) have attracted increasing attention in fields
such as water treatment, desalination, power generation, and life science. In
contrast to pressure-driven membrane processes, e.g., reverse osmosis, which
typically employs applied high pressure as driving force, ODMPs take advantages
of naturally generated osmotic pressure as the sole source of driving force. In light
of this, ODMPs possess many advantages over pressure-driven membrane
processes. The advantages include low energy consumption, ease of equipment
maintenance, low capital investment, high salt rejection, and high water flux. In
the past decade, over 300 academic papers on ODMPs have been published in a
variety of application fields. The number of such publications is still rapidly
growing. The ODMPs' approach, fabrications, recent development and applications
in wastewater treatment, power generation, seawater desalination, and gas
absorption are presented in this book.

The School News and Practical Educator
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Why do newspapers turn yellow? How does bleach make colors disappear? Why
can't you mix oil and water? Find out the answers to these and other mysteries of
chemistry inthis fascinating collection of ideas, projects, and activities thatteach
the basics of chemistry theory and practice. Turn steel wool into a glutinous green
blob. Separate an egg fromits shell without breaking the shell. Make copper
pennies turngreen. Have fun while you learn simple chemistry from a solution
ofcolored water, and the behavior of gases with the help of a sodabottle. Through
these and other activities, you'll explore thestructure of matter, the workings of
acids, gases, and solutions .. . and much more. You'll find most of the materials
you need around the house orclassroom. Every activity has been pretested and
can be performedsafely and cheaply in the classroom, at a science fair, or athome.
Also available in this series from Janice VanCleave: * ASTRONOMY FOR EVERY KID *
BIOLOGY FOR EVERY KID * DINOSAURS FOR EVERY KID * EARTH SCIENCE FOR
EVERY KID * GEOGRAPHY FOR EVERY KID * GEOMETRY FOR EVERY KID * THE
HUMAN BODY FOR EVERY KID * MATH FOR EVERY KID * PHYSICS FOR EVERY KID.

Janice VanCleave's Chemistry for Every Kid
Mosby's Comprehensive Review for Veterinary Technicians, 3rd edition introduces
and reviews the material in each of your veterinary technology courses. Key topics
ranging from basic and clinical science, diagnostics and applications, to
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professional practices and issues are presented in a user-friendly outline format
that is ideal whether you're a new student or you're reviewing for your certification
exams. This title includes additional digital media when purchased in print format.
For this digital book edition, media content is not included. Comprehensive
coverage of veterinary technology spans basic and clinical sciences, applications,
patient management, nursing, nutrition, anesthesia and pharmacology, as well as
personal, practice and professional management skills - everything you need for
both the U.S. and Canadian certification exams. Care of large animals, birds,
reptiles and laboratory animals, in addition to cats and dogs, is included. Chapter
outlines, learning outcomes and expanded glossaries help you comprehend and
retain essential material. Summary tables are ideal for reference or review. Review
questions at the end of each chapter, in addition to a 300-question comprehensive
review exam, test and reinforce your knowledge of veterinary technology. Six
appendixes ensure crucial resources are always at your fingertips. State-of-the-art
Alternative Imaging Technology chapter discusses computed tomography and
nuclear scintigraphy to complement ultrasound technology. Enhanced content
highlights vet tech responsibilities in genetics, small animal nursing, veterinary
dentistry, zoonoses, breeding/reproduction, neonatal care, and much more. Small
animal nursing instruction now includes dermatology, auricular treatments and
ophthalmology. Extended pharmacology coverage features pain management.
Personal and practice management skills include expanded OSHA/WHMIS
guidelines and ethics discussions.
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Key Concepts in Primary Science
Fossil fuels still need to meet the growing demand of global economic
development, yet they are often considered as one of the main sources of the CO2
release in the atmosphere. CO2, which is the primary greenhouse gas (GHG), is
periodically exchanged among the land surface, ocean, and atmosphere where
various creatures absorb and produce it daily. However, the balanced processes of
producing and consuming the CO2 by nature are unfortunately faced by the
anthropogenic release of CO2. Decreasing the emissions of these greenhouse
gases is becoming more urgent. Therefore, carbon sequestration and storage (CSS)
of CO2, its utilization in oil recovery, as well as its conversion into fuels and
chemicals emerge as active options and potential strategies to mitigate CO2
emissions and climate change, energy crises, and challenges in the storage of
energy.

A Chemical Background to Nursing, and Other Paramedical
Programs
CK-12 Foundation's Chemistry - Second Edition FlexBook covers the following
chapters:Introduction to Chemistry - scientific method, history.Measurement in
Chemistry - measurements, formulas.Matter and Energy - matter, energy.The
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Atomic Theory - atom models, atomic structure, sub-atomic particles.The Bohr
Model of the Atom electromagnetic radiation, atomic spectra. The Quantum
Mechanical Model of the Atom energy/standing waves, Heisenberg,
Schrodinger.The Electron Configuration of Atoms Aufbau principle, electron
configurations.Electron Configuration and the Periodic Table- electron
configuration, position on periodic table.Chemical Periodicity atomic size, ionization
energy, electron affinity.Ionic Bonds and Formulas ionization, ionic bonding, ionic
compounds.Covalent Bonds and Formulas nomenclature, electronic/molecular
geometries, octet rule, polar molecules.The Mole Concept formula
stoichiometry.Chemical Reactions balancing equations, reaction
types.Stoichiometry limiting reactant equations, yields, heat of reaction.The
Behavior of Gases molecular structure/properties, combined gas law/universal gas
law.Condensed Phases: Solids and Liquids intermolecular forces of attraction,
phase change, phase diagrams.Solutions and Their Behavior concentration,
solubility, colligate properties, dissociation, ions in solution.Chemical Kinetics
reaction rates, factors that affect rates.Chemical Equilibrium forward/reverse
reaction rates, equilibrium constant, Le Chatelier's principle, solubility product
constant.Acids-Bases strong/weak acids and bases, hydrolysis of salts,
pHNeutralization dissociation of water, acid-base indicators, acid-base titration,
buffers.Thermochemistry bond breaking/formation, heat of reaction/formation,
Hess' law, entropy, Gibb's free energy. Electrochemistry oxidation-reduction,
electrochemical cells.Nuclear Chemistry radioactivity, nuclear equations, nuclear
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energy.Organic Chemistry straight chain/aromatic hydrocarbons, functional
groups.Chemistry Glossary

Chemistry and Life
Sustainable Solvents
This authoritative compendium updates and replaces the first edition, which
proved so valuable for all who needed to use the officially recommended analytical
nomenclature mandated by IUPAC. Since the first edition the demand for new
analytical procedures has increased steadily and at the same time the diversity of
the techniques has expanded and the quality and performance characteristics of
the procedures have come to be a focus of interest. New types of instrumental and
automatic techniques have emerged and computerization has taken over. The
scope of analytical chemistry has been widened as the question to be answered
was not only the chemical composition of the sample, but also the structure of
substances, and changes in composition and structure in space and time. This new
volume will be an indispensable reference resource for the coming decade.

Contemporary Chemistry: A Practical Approach
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A Chemical Background for the Paramedical Sciences
Crystallization is an important separation and purification process used in
industries ranging from bulk commodity chemicals to specialty chemicals and
pharmaceuticals. In recent years, a number of environmental applications have
also come to rely on crystallization in waste treatment and recycling processes.
The authors provide an introduction to the field of newcomers and a reference to
those involved in the various aspects of industrial crystallization. It is a complete
volume covering all aspects of industrial crystallization, including material related
to both fundamentals and applications. This new edition presents detailed material
on crystallization of biomolecules, precipitation, impurity-crystal interactions,
solubility, and design. Provides an ideal introduction for industrial crystallization
newcomers Serves as a worthwhile reference to anyone involved in the field
Covers all aspects of industrial crystallization in a single, complete volume

Encyclopedia of Agrophysics
Osmotically Driven Membrane Processes
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In most cases, every chemist must deal with solvent effects, whether voluntarily or
otherwise. Since its publication, this has been the standard reference on all topics
related to solvents and solvent effects in organic chemistry. Christian Reichardt
provides reliable information on the subject, allowing chemists to understand and
effectively use these phenomena. 3rd updated and enlarged edition of a classic
35% more contents excellent, proven concept includes current developments, such
as ionic liquids indispensable in research and industry From the reviews of the
second edition: "This is an immensely useful book, and the source that I would turn
to first when seeking virtually any information about solvent effects."
—Organometallics

Chemistry
MAHARASTRA HSC QB Malcolm Forbes said “Education's purpose is to replace an
empty mind with an open one” and this is something which is always followed by
Maharashtra State Board of Secondary & Higher Education (MSBSHSE). The aim of
the Board is not just to let learners obtain basic knowledge but to make them lifelong learners. The purpose of this book is to nurture individuality and thus enhance
one's innate potentials which help in increasing the self-study mode for students.
This book strengthens knowledge and attitude related to subject. This book is
designed in such a way that students can set their own goals and can improve
their problem solving and thinking skills. This book is strictly as per the latest
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Maharashtra Board Curriculum for HSC Exams. It contains variety of questions from
latest textbooks. It contains all types of questions like VSA Questions (Very Short
Answer), SA Questions (Short Answer), MCQs (Multiple Choice Questions) and LA
Questions (Long Answer). A synopsis is given for every chapter which contains
important points from that chapter. Each chapter has high quality figures wherever
required for better, fast and clear understanding. OSWAAL HSC Question Bank is
different and better in terms of High Quality Questions which are developed by
'OSWAAL Expert Panel'. The Question Bank is strictly based on the latest MSBSHSE
Textbooks and is arranged ‘TOPIC-WISE’ where each Topic from every Chapter is
explained in detail. Through OSWAAL Books students are taught how to think, not
what to think. We at OSWAAL Books try to use quality content, standard language,
creativity and high quality figures, which makes learning easy and fun. This is one
of the reasons that the scope of this book extends from students to teachers.
Teachers can use this book as a perfect teaching guide and students can use this
book for good learning and practice.

Solubility of Polysaccharides
This comprehensive guide gives you lesson plans, activities, and tests for two
sequential, semester-long chemistry courses. It is designed to work with our
student book Contemporary Chemistry. Each lesson plan features: a DO NOW
section to engage students as soon as they get to class instructional objectives an
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aimfor that class period a motivational application questions or demonstrations to
help students draw valid conclusions homework assignments You also get term
calendars, weekly tests, and complete answer keys.

Acids and Bases
The book starts with an exposition of the relevant properties of ions and continues
with a description of their solvation in the gas phase. The relevant properties of
prospective liquid solvents for the ions are dealt with. The process of the transfer
of ions from the gas phase into a liquid where they are solvated is then taken care
of. Various aspects of the solutions of the ions, such as structural and transport
ones and the effects of the ions on the solvent dynamics and structure are then
described. In cases where the solvent is a mixture selective solvation takes place
and is discussed. The interactions of ions with one another that may lead to ion
pairing and with other solutes in the solution as well as their dependence on the
solvent are also dealt with. The book concludes with applications of the concepts
expounded previously in fields such as electrochemistry, hydrometallurgy,
separation chemistry, biophysics, and synthetic methods. The book contains a
large amount of factual information in the form of extensive tables of critically
examined data and illustrations of the points made throughout.
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Physical Chemistry of Polymer Solutions
Solvents are ubiquitous throughout the chemical industry and are found in many
consumer products. As a result, interest in solvents and their environmental impact
has been steadily increasing. However, in order to achieve maximum integration of
new green solvents into the relevant chemical sectors, clarification of the social,
economic, and environmental implications of solvent substitution are needed. This
book explores the solvent life cycle, highlighting the challenges faced at various
points, from production, through the supply-chain and downstream use to end-oflife treatment. It also discusses the potential benefits that a green chemistry and
bio-based economy approach could bring. The current state-of-the-art of green
solvents is evaluated along these lines, in addition to reviewing their applications
with an appreciation of sustainability criteria. Providing a critical assessment on
emerging solvents and featuring case studies and perspectives from different
sectors, this is an important reference for academics and industrialists working
with solvents, as well as policy-makers involved in bio-based initiatives.

The Experimental Determination of Solubilities
* Guidelines are provided on the reliability of various methods, as well as
information for selecting the appropriate technique. * Unique coverage of the
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whole range of solubility measurements. * Very useful for investigators interested
in embarking upon solubility measurements.

Introduction to General, Organic and Biochemistry
Reaction Mechanisms in Sulfuric Acid and other Strong Acid Solutions covers the
reactivity in sulfuric acid and other strongly acid solutions. This book is composed
of five chapters that emphasize the measure of acidity of sulfuric acid and other
acid solutions. Chapters 1 and 2 discuss the physical, thermodynamic,
spectroscopic properties, and acidity functions of sulfuric acid/water mixtures.
Chapters 3 and 4 examine the protonation and more complex modes of ionization
of compounds in these acidic media. Chapter 5 outlines first the possible
mechanisms of reactions in acid solutions followed by a discussion of mechanistic
criteria that have been developed in order to distinguish between kinetically
indistinguishable alternatives. This chapter also presents some methods of kinetic
investigation, which are specific to concentrated sulfuric acid solutions. Inorganic
chemists and researchers, teachers, and students will find this book invaluable.

Essential AS Chemistry for OCR
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Chemistry
This book is mainly concerned with building a narrow but secure ladder which
polymer chemists or engineers can climb from the primary level to an advanced
level without great difficulty (but by no means easily, either). This book describes
some fundamentally important topics, carefully chosen, covering subjects from
thermodynamics to molecular weight and its distribution effects. For help in selfeducation the book adopts a "Questions and Answers" format. The mathematical
derivation of each equation is shown in detail. For further reading, some original
references are also given. Numerous physical properties of polymer solutions are
known to be significantly different from those of low molecular weight solutions.
The most probable explanation of this obvious discrepancy is the large molar
volume ratio of solute to solvent together with the large number of consecutive
segments that constitute each single molecule of the polymer chains present as
solute. Thorough understanding of the physical chemistry of polymer solutions
requires some prior mathematical background in its students. In the original
literature, detailed mathematical derivations of the equations are universally
omitted for the sake of space-saving and simplicity. In textbooks of polymer
science only extremely rough schemes of the theories and then the final equations
are shown. As a consequence, the student cannot learn, unaided, the details of the
theory in which he or she is interested from the existing textbooks; however,
without a full understanding of the theory, one cannot analyze actual experimental
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data to obtain more basic and realistic physical quantities. In particular, if one
intends to apply the theories in industry, accurate understanding and ability to
modify the theory are essential.

Mosby's Comprehensive Review for Veterinary Technicians - EBook
Chlorination in various forms has been the predominant method of drinking water
disinfection in the United States for more than 70 years. The seventh volume of the
Drinking Water and Health series addresses current methods of drinking water
disinfection and compares standard chlorination techniques with alternative
methods. Currently used techniques are discussed in terms of their chemical
activity, and their efficacy against waterborne pathogens, including bacteria, cysts,
and viruses, is compared. Charts, tables, graphs, and case studies are used to
analyze the effectiveness of chlorination, chloramination, and ozonation as
disinfectant processes and to compare these methods for their production of toxic
by-products. Epidemiological case studies on the toxicological effects of chemical
by-products in drinking water are also presented.

Pharmaceutical Calculations
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Solvents and Solvent Effects in Organic Chemistry
This bestselling text continues to lead the way with a strong focus on current
issues, pedagogically rich framework, wide variety of medical and biological
applications, visually dynamic art program, and exceptionally strong and varied
end-of-chapter problems. Revised and updated throughout, the eleventh edition
now includes new biochemistry content, new Chemical Connections essays, new
and revised problems, and more. Most end of chapter problems are now available
in the OWLv2 online learning system. - See more at: http://www.cengage.com/sear
ch/productOverview.do?Ntt=bettelheim|3205503971792471341831145872157701
7661&N=16&Ntk=APG%7CP_EPI&Ntx=mode+matchallpartial#Overview Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text
may not be available in the ebook version.

Ions in Solution and Their Solvation
This is essential reading for all primary science trainee and beginning teachers who
want to strengthen their science subject knowledge. Each chapter tackles a major
theme of the new national curriculum and breaks it down into key concepts. For
each concept there is a detailed audit to help readers identify their current levels
of knowledge and understanding along with areas for development. This is followed
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by concise definitions, key terminology, detailed examples and ‘in practice’ ideas
to clearly relate theory to classroom practice. Finally, readers are invited to recheck their understanding and assess their level of competence at the end of each
section. The text enables teachers to feel secure in their subject knowledge and
confident about effectively conveying that information to their pupils through
appropriate subject-specific pedagogy.

Compendium of Analytical Nomenclature
Sugars, with a scientific term as saccharides, are involved in various aspects in the
lives of human beings, including the sense of taste, energy for daily life, etc.
Recent development in polysaccharides, as well as the background knowledge in
this field, further deepens insight into their roles as healthy supplements. In this
book, the principles on polysaccharides' solubility and structure, methodologies
and application of polysaccharides have been reviewed. The chapters in this book
include the relationship between structure and solubility of polysaccharide, the
experimental and computational researches on polysaccharide solubility and the
common polysaccharide, which may further aid scholars and researchers in regard
to solubility of polysaccharides, methodologies and modification.

CK-12 Chemistry - Second Edition
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"The aim of this book is to explain the unusual properties of both pure liquid water
and simple aqueous solutions, in terms of the properties of single molecules and
interactions among small numbers of water molecules. It is mostly the result of the
author's own research spanning over 40 years in the field of aqueous
solutions."--Jacket.

Standard Curriculum for Schools of Nursing
Study Guide to Accompany Basics for Chemistry is an 18-chapter text designed to
be used with Basics for Chemistry textbook. Each chapter contains Overview,
Topical Outline, Skills, and Common Mistakes, which are all keyed to the textbook
for easy cross reference. The Overview section summarizes the content of the
chapter and includes a comprehensive listing of terms, a summary of general
concepts, and a list of numerical exercises, while the Topical Outline provides the
subtopic heads that carry the corresponding chapter and section numbers as they
appear in the textbook. The Fill-in, Multiple Choice are two sets of questions that
include every concept and numerical exercise introduced in the chapter and the
Skills section provides developed exercises to apply the new concepts in the
chapter to particular examples. The Common Mistakes section is designed to help
avoid some of the errors that students make in their effort to learn chemistry,
while the Practical Test section includes matching and multiple choice questions
that comprehensively cover almost every concept and numerical problem in the
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chapter. After briefly dealing with an overview of chemistry, this book goes on
exploring the concept of matter, energy, measurement, problem solving, atom,
periodic table, and chemical bonding. These topics are followed by discussions on
writing names and formulas of compounds; chemical formulas and the mole;
chemical reactions; calculations based on equations; gases; and the properties of a
liquid. The remaining chapters examine the solutions; acids; bases; salts; oxidationreduction reactions; electrochemistry; chemical kinetics and equilibrium; and
nuclear, organic, and biological chemistry. This study guide will be of great value
to chemistry teachers and students.

Solute-solvent Interactions
Chemistry Workbook For Dummies
Chromatographic Theory and Basic Principles
Standard Curriculum for Schools of Nursing
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Essential AS Chemistry for OCR provides clear progression with challenging
material for in-depth learning and understanding. Written by the best-selling
authors of New Understanding Chemistry these texts have been written in simple,
easy to understand language and each double-page spread is designed in a
contemporary manner. Fully networkable and editable Teacher Support CD-ROMs
are also available for this series; they contain worksheets, marking schemes and
practical help.

Carbon Dioxide Chemistry, Capture and Oil Recovery
Takes a closer look at acids and bases and how they play key roles in our lives.

Chemistry and Chemical Engineering in the People's Republic
of China
This Encyclopedia of Agrophysics will provide up-to-date information on the
physical properties and processes affecting the quality of the environment and
plant production. It will be a "first-up" volume which will nicely complement the
recently published Encyclopedia of Soil Science, (November 2007) which was
published in the same series. In a single authoritative volume a collection of about
250 informative articles and ca 400 glossary terms covering all aspects of
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agrophysics will be presented. The authors will be renowned specialists in various
aspects in agrophysics from a wide variety of countries. Agrophysics is important
both for research and practical use not only in agriculture, but also in areas like
environmental science, land reclamation, food processing etc. Agrophysics is a
relatively new interdisciplinary field closely related to Agrochemistry, Agrobiology,
Agroclimatology and Agroecology. Nowadays it has been fully accepted as an
agricultural and environmental discipline. As such this Encyclopedia volume will be
an indispensable working tool for scientists and practitioners from different
disciplines, like agriculture, soil science, geosciences, environmental science,
geography, and engineering.

Oswaal Maharashtra HSC Solved Papers Class 12 Chemistry
Chapterwise & Topicwise (For March 2020 Exam)
Hundreds of practice problems to help you conquer chemistry Are you confounded
by chemistry? Subject by subject, problem by problem, Chemistry Workbook For
Dummies lends a helping hand so you can make sense of this often-intimidating
subject. Packed with hundreds of practice problems that cover the gamut of
everything you'll encounter in your introductory chemistry course, this hands-on
guide will have you working your way through basic chemistry in no time. You can
pick and choose the chapters and types of problems that challenge you the most,
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or you can work from cover to cover. With plenty of practice problems on
everything from matter and molecules to moles and measurements, Chemistry
Workbook For Dummies has everything you need to score higher in chemistry.
Practice on hundreds of beginning-to-advanced chemistry problems Review key
chemistry concepts Get complete answer explanations for all problems Focus on
the exact topics of a typical introductory chemistry course If you're a chemistry
student who gets lost halfway through a problem or, worse yet, doesn't know
where to begin, Chemistry Workbook For Dummies is packed with chemistry
practice problems that will have you conquering chemistry in a flash!

Drinking Water and Health, Volume 7
Cellulose
Study Guide to Accompany Basics for Chemistry
Chemical Interactions
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This book emphasises those features in solution chemistry which are difficult to
measure, but essential for the understanding of both the qualitative and the
quantitative aspects. Attention is paid to the mutual influences between solute and
solvent, even at extremely small concentrations of the former. The described
extension of the molecular concept leads to a broad view ? not by a change in
paradigm ? but by finding the rules for the organizations both at the molecular and
the supermolecular level of liquid and solid solutions.

Reaction Mechanisms in Sulphuric Acid and other Strong Acid
Solutions
Pharmaceutical Calculations: A Conceptual Approach, is a book that combines
conceptual and procedural understanding for students and will guide you to master
prerequisite skills to carry out accurate compounding and dosage regimen
calculations. It is a book that makes the connection between basic sciences and
pharmacy. It describes the most important concepts in pharmaceutical sciences
thoroughly, accurately and consistently through various commentaries and
activities to make you a scientific thinker, and to help you succeed in college and
licensure exams. Calculation of the error associated with a dose measurement can
only be carried out after understanding the concept of accuracy versus precision in
a measurement. Similarly, full appreciation of drug absorption and distribution to
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tissues can only come about after understanding the process of transmembrane
passive diffusion. Early understanding of these concepts will allow reinforcement
and deeper comprehension of other related concepts taught in other courses. More
weight is placed on the qualitative understanding of fundamental concepts, like
tonicity vs osmotic pressure, diffusion vs osmosis, crystalloids vs colloids, osmotic
diuretics vs plasma expanders, rate of change vs rate constants, drug
accumulation vs drug fluctuation, loading dose vs maintenance dose, body surface
area (BSA) vs body weight (BW) as methods to adjust dosages, and much more,
before considering other quantitative problems. In one more significant innovation,
the origin and physical significance of all final forms of critical equations is always
described in detail, thus, allowing recognition of the real application and limitations
of an equation. Specific strategies are explained step-by-step in more than 100
practice examples taken from the fields of compounding pharmacy,
pharmaceutics, pharmacokinetics, pharmacology and medicine.

Lecture Notes on Solution Chemistry
Cellulose is destined to play a major role in the emerging bioeconomy. Awareness
of the environment and a depletion of fossil fuels are some of the driving forces for
looking at forest biomaterials for an alternative source of energy, chemicals and
materials. The importance of cellulose is widely recognized world-wide and as such
the field of cellulose science is expanding exponentially. Cellulose, the most
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abundant biopolymer on earth, has unique properties which makes it an ideal
starting point for transforming it into useful materials. To achieve this, a solid
knowledge of cellulose is essential. As such this book on cellulose, the first in a
series of three, is very timely. It deals with fundamental aspect of cellulose, giving
the reader a good appreciation of the richness of cellulose properties. Book
Cellulose - Fundamental Aspects is a good introduction to books Cellulose Medical, Pharmaceutical and Electronic Applications and Cellulose - Biomass
Conversion , in which applications of cellulose and its conversion to other materials
are treated.

Molecular Theory of Water and Aqueous Solutions: The role of
water in protein folding, self-assembly and molecular
recognition
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